Start your veterinarian career at Basic Vets!
Basic Vets is a large clinic group based in the Netherlands with the focus on companion animals. With
7 locations in the region of Dordrecht and Rotterdam and rapidly growing to 15+ locations, we are
becoming one of the major companion animal clinic groups in the Netherlands.
Our team of vets consist at this moment of 14 veterinarians ranging from 30+ years’ experience to
new graduates. We offer 95% of all veterinarian services, surgeries and revalidation programs to
companion animals with the help of all modern veterinarian diagnostics equipment.
We run our own emergency and trauma service centre that helps and treats animals round the clock,
every day of the year.
Our unique approach, unique products as well as unique internal educational programs and full
commitment and dedication to the health of companion animals of our staff makes us the most
successful and rapidly growing companion clinic of the Netherlands.
For this growth we are looking for new veterinarian talent that want to put their education into
practise. As a newly graduated vet you will complete a full traineeship from 18 to 24 months. During
this period, you will be trained to be a full-fledged first-line veterinarian and you can “tag along” at
our specialist centres: Basic Vets Hospitals in Dordrecht and Sliedrecht and Rotterdam, in order to
gain insight into second-line care. We invest in your personal and professional development as a
veterinarian in the form of internal and external training days. Experienced veterinarians, certified
assistants and the management team with at least 10 years’ experience in veterinary care will guide
you in both medical and customer contact and care. After your internship, you can continue to get
trained in your specialization of choice and / or what is currently needed in Basic Vets Group
Netherlands. Do you enjoy daily contact with customers at one of our Clinics? Then you can choose
to continue your career at a Basic Vets Clinics. Is your ambition to grow out to be a specialist
surgeon? Then you can enter the career opportunities in the Basic Vets Hospitals. There are also
opportunities to enter the commercial and operational management process after the traineeship if
there are opportunities available. During your first 18-24 months, you can run your services at
multiple Clinics offices, striving for you to do this independently, with great freedom and
responsibility, in partnership with a team of assistants. Our terms of employment are market-based,
giving a good setting, commitment and performance. We have the ambition and goal to expand in
the larger cities of the Netherlands in short term, therefore you are literally growing with our
company! Did we get your interested?
Important to know:
- Housing will be arranged
- Language skills must include English and the commitment to learn Dutch in the shortest time
(courses will be made available).

Are you that new veterinarian talent? Do you have the ambition to grow out to be the next high
classed surgeon? Do you have a true passion for companion animals and can you work in a team as
well as independent? Then we are looking for you! Write your motivation letter and CV (English) to:
info@basicvets.nl in attention to HRM – veterinarian. In the meantime you can take a look at our
website www.basicvets.nl
We are looking forward to hearing from you!

